Complete PBHE Product Catalogue

2021 Ice Summit Special Discount!!
15% off below listed prices!
*Pricing does not include shipping cost*
Pre and Post Grinding Tools
Radius Gauge Set:
Product Information: This set includes 25 precision radius gauges measuring
1/64″ to 1/2″, as well as a handle to hold each gauge. There are 5 measuring
surfaces for convex and concave radiuses per gauge. This product has a satin
chrome finish and clear measurement labels.

Price: $99.99 CAN

PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: Before sharpening evaluate the
radius of hollow in the blade to identify to the skater their current radius. Then
the skater can decide if they desire the same radius, a smaller radius (sharper
edge) or larger radius (a less sharp edge).
If the skater has been skating on a hockey grind (greater than 7/16″ radius) this
gauge set demonstrates the difference. PBHE has found that skaters who move
down from an 8/16″ to a 7/16″ radius feel comfortable after an hour of stroking. To date they all love the
change giving them more edge control and definition. In some cases they continue to reduce their radius
to 6/16″ and even 5/16″ for our much lighter skaters. Please see our web site for suggested roots based
on skater’s skill level, weight, ice temperature and blade thickness.

Side Grind Sanding Tool:
Product Information: The Side Grind Sanding Tool was designed and
manufactured by PBHE. It is used to clean up the side grind area and
remove any corrosion. The sand paper we recommend is Norton 3X, Fine
180 Grit. Five strips of sand paper is included with the purchase of the
product and each strip will do approximately 12 pairs of skates. Made in
Canada.

Price: $39.95 CAN Sanding Tool (includes 5 sanding strips)
$ 2.99 CAN / 5 Strips (Norton 3X, Fine 180 Grit)
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PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: Before sharpening, a blade's side grind
should be cleaned. To clean the side grind start the Side Grind Sanding Tool at
the heel of the blade and run the tool all the way along the blade, back and forth,
2 or 3 times. Keep pressure on the side of the blade (where the side grind is) as
you run the tool along the length of the blade. Do not run the sand paper along
the blade’s edge. Use a fresh section of sand paper (move it through 3/16"
(~.5 cm)) for each side grind. After using the Side Grind Sanding Tool, it is
important to remove burrs on the blade’s edges before sharpening. To do this use
the Ceramic Honing Rod and a Diamond Sharpening Tool for major burrs.
Strop Block:
Product Information: The Strop Block is manufactured by PBHE and is used to
slightly dull the edges if a blade is too sharp after sharpening. It is a leather
strip charged with very small diamond particles and honing oil. The leather is
mounted on a small block of Nylon. The Strop Block needs to be re-charged
with Diamond Paste and Sharpening Oil after approximately 10 uses. Made in
Canada & U.S.

Individual Pricing:

$19.95 CAN Strop Block
$53.99 CAN Diamond Paste
$15.95 CAN Sharpening Oil 4.5 oz. (133 ml)

Package Pricing:

$79.99 CAN Strop Block Package (Strop Black, Diamond Paste, and
Sharpening Oil)

PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: Run the Strop Block (leather side) along both edges twice.
Start at the base pick and move back to the heel, with the Strop Block on a slight angle. Then test the
edges. If the blades are still too sharp then run the Strop Block along the flat of the blade, covering both
edges. This will reduce the edge substantially. Strop Blocks are used by skaters that have been skating
on a large radius root (hockey grind) but want the definition of solid edges that come with a smaller radius.
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Burr Removing Products
Before sharpening, a blade's side burrs must be removed. The Ceramic Honing Rod is less aggressive
than the Diamond Sharpening Tool. Both products remove burrs on the outside of the edge. The burrs in
the root of the blade will be removed during the sharpening process or using the 100 micron Blade Root
Honing Tool.

Ceramic Honing Rod:
Product Information: The Ceramic Honing Rod is 3/8″ (1 cm) in
diameter and 8″ (20 cm) long. The rod is approximately 280 grit,
which is coarse enough to remove material and fine enough to only
lightly sharpen the edge. Made in Canada

Price: $19.99 CAN

PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: Hold the rod on a slight angle
against the outside edge of the blade. Lightly slide the Ceramic Honing
Rod along the length of the blade from the base pick to the heel while
slightly rotating the rod. The Ceramic Honing Rod should be used before
the Diamond Sharpening Tool.

Diamond Sharpening Tool:
Product Information: The Diamond Sharpening Tool is used to remove
large burrs before sharpening.

Price: $26.99 CAN
PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: To remove major burrs (that will not come
out using the Ceramic Honing Rod) dress that specific area of the blade with the
Diamond Sharpening Tool. The diamond grit is very aggressive so be extremely
careful not to remove too much blade material. Use the curved side of the tool to
remove pointy burs and the flat side of the stick for burs that run an extended length
along the blade. The Diamond Sharpening Tool extends out ~2.75" (7 cm).
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Blade Root Honing Tool:
Product Information: The Blade Root Honing Tool is manufactured by PBHE and is
used for finishing after grinding. We offer this device for the 3 most common root
radiuses: 5/16″, 6/16″ and 7/16″. PBHE has used one set of these tools for the last
15 years and it is still in great condition! Each device holds two aluminium mandrel
machined to a specific radius and wrapped in adhesive film, one of which is 15
micron Silicon Carbide and the other which is 100 micron Aluminum Oxide. Each
slot has adjusting screws to allow for various blade thicknesses, which help to align
the honing device on standard and carrier blades. The 100 micron hone is very
aggressive compared to the 15 micron hone. While our competitive skaters are
outside the country they have used the 100 micron hone to remove major burs in the
root. On special orders PBHE will produce the Blade Root Honing Tool with 11/32",
13/32″, 15/32″ and 1/2″ radius. Made in Canada.

Individual Pricing:

$15.95 CAN Sharpening Oil 4.5 oz. (133 ml)
$79.95 CAN Blade Root Honing Tool (includes 5 strips of each adhesive film)
$ 5.99 CAN / 5 strips of 15 Micron Silicon Carbide (~35 pairs of
skates)
$ 5.99 CAN / 5 strips of 100 Micron Aluminium Oxide (~35 pairs of
skates)

Package Pricing:

$219.99 CAN Three Blade Root Honing Tools (Specify root radiuses in order form)

PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: Place the correct end of the Blade Root
Honing Tool on the blade for the desired result (sharpening or polishing) and
lightly tighten the screws. It is important that the Blade Root Honing Tool stays in
the centre of the blade and does not run off onto the side edges. For tapered
blades like Gold Seal and Phantom the screw tension should be set for the
thickness mid-way along the blade. The nylon holder will expand for the wider
section but will be slightly loose on the back of the blade.
** It is strongly recommended that the PBHE Blade Holding Vice (found in Blade
Mounting Equipment section) be used when using the Blade Root Honing Tool. If
the blade is not solidly held, the Blade Root Honing Tool may slip onto an edge.
Sharpening: For sharpening, it is beneficial to apply a light coat of sharpening oil on the blade before
honing. Then use the 100 micron side and take two passes along the length of the blade. Then rotate the
Blade Root Honing Tool 180 degrees and take two more passes.
The 100 micron hone can be used by skaters in between professional sharpening to remove burs and
sharpen the edges. Then use the 15 micron to polish the root.
Polishing: For polishing, use the 15 micron side and take two passes along the length of the blade. Then
rotate the Blade Root Honing Tool 180 degrees and take two more passes. The 15 micron hone is used
after every sharpening to polish the blade.
This process gives a very smooth finish that will increase glide performance and is essential for our
competitive clients. The whole operation only takes a few minutes.
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NOTE: After sharpening or polishing 1 set of blades, mandrel should be rotated the thickness of the gap.
Each adhesive covering will do approximately 7 pairs of blades. All tools come with 5 replacement strips
(~35 pairs of skates) of both 15 and 100 micron adhesive film.
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Blade Mounting Equipment
Machinist Parallel Bars:
Product Information: The Machinist Parallel Bars are used when
mounting blades to ensure the blade is not twisted. These bars are
precision tools and demonstrate the accuracy which blades are
mounted. With the use of a straight edge and parallel bars a retailer
can demonstrate the accuracy of their blade mounting. These bars
have 5 holes per bar which can make it easier to identify if the bars are
parallel to each other. PBHE has added a flat magnet to the edge of
the parallel bars to make it easier for the bars to balance on the blade.

Price: $46.99 CAN

PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: Since the bars balance on
the blade’s edges, the blade’s edges need to be of equal height. You
can test if the edges are of equal height by using a Machinist Square,
which is also available for purchase. The two bars should be tied
together with string which has about 12″ (30 cm) of slack. Wrap the
string around the blade once to limit the bars from falling. Place one
bar near the front of the blade and the other by the back of the blade.
Step back and evaluate if the top edge of the bars are parallel. You can
also use the holes in the bars to see if the bars are parallel (some customers feel this is a more obvious
observation). If the bars are not parallel then the blade is twisted and it is necessary to tighten one side of
the blade plate to level the mounting.

PBHE Adjustable Skate Anvil:
Product Information: The PBHE Adjustable Skate Anvil is a huge asset
when mounting blades properly. It holds the boot firmly in any direction and
will easily level the blade plate for proper drilling. PBHE has these lasts
specially made at a local aluminium foundry and then machines this product
to fit a movable clamp. This product has been used in our shop for the last
15 years and allows us to do very accurate boot and blade work.
Made in Canada.

Items Included:
1. One Ball and Socket Swivel Base
2. One Aluminium Last
3. One 3/32″ (2.5 mm) Brass Drill Stop (for Edea boots)
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Price: $199.99 CAN
PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: The Ball and Socket Swivel
Base can be clamped onto any flat surface up to 2″ thick, such as a work
table. Adjust the angle of the last and tightening the spherical ball to hold
the boot in place. This unit is strong enough to hold a boot steady while
drilling holes for screws and lightly hammering wooden dowels to plug prior
holes. Care must be taken when mounting Edea boots because it is
suggested by the manufacturer to drill right through the boot sole. If done
freehand the drill could drill a hole in the aluminum last. PBHE has included
the 3/32″ (2.5 mm) Brass Drill Stop (for Edea boots) in this package to put
on the drill bit to act as a “stopper” to ensure the drill bit does not come in
contact with the last.

PBHE Blade Holding Vice:
Product Information: The PBHE Blade Holding Vice makes it possible to
sharpen and polish your skates at home! It is made out of aluminum and
steel and fits securely on any work table up to 2″ thick. The PBHE Blade
Holding Vice will solidly secure all major blades including carrier blades.
The PBHE Blade Holding Vice has two different ways of gripping blades:
the Adjustable Method and the Fixed Method. The Adjustable Method
(illustrated on the left of Picture 1A) is beneficial when setting up blades
for mounting, whereas the Fixed Method (illustrated on the right of Picture
1A) is important when using the Blade Root Honing Tool. The Fixed
Method uses the PBHE designed and manufactured Horizontal Clamp.

Picture 1A

Made in Canada.

Items Included:
1. One Ball and Socket Swivel Base
2. One Vice
3. One Horizontal Clamp

Price: $134.95 CAN

PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: To secure the blade with the Adjustable
Method (shown in Picture 1B) simply secure the sides of the blade in the vice and
adjust the ball and socket joint as required.

Picture 1B
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In the Fixed Method the Ball and Socket Swivel Base is fixed horizontally
and the Horizontal Clamp is held by the Vice. The Horizontal Clamp then
holds the blade by its stanchions, providing enough space for a mounted
boot underneath. Standard blades are easily clamped on the stanchions by
tightening three screws. This is because each stanchion is parallel and the
same thickness. The Fixed Method can also secure carrier blades, such as
the Revolution, Matrix, and Paramount, as shown in Picture 1C. To secure
carrier blades, only two clamping screws are required. Each manufacturers’
carrier blades have a slightly different shape, so the clamping location will
be slightly different. The clamping force must be on parallel parts of the carrier.

Picture 1C

Handheld Cordless Leveling Drill:
Product Information: The Handheld Cordless Leveling Drill is a lightweight
lithium 8 Volt drill with a 3/8″ chuck. The level is mounted on the end of the
drill so that when you are drilling down it is easy to see if the drill is level
producing a hole that is square to the blade plate. This reduces tension and
torque on the screws.
** US and Canada charging voltage 120 V, AC only, 60 Hz, 0.15A

Individual Pricing:

$128.95 CAN (no chuck attachments)

Package Pricing:

$369.99 CAN Three drills (no chuck attachments)

PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: After positioning and taping the blade on the sole of the boot,
place a Bullseye Level on the toe plate and re-adjust the PBHE Adjustable Skate Anvil so that the blade
plate is level. Then drill the holes you require using the 5/64″ Self-centering Drill Bit, while insuring the
Bullseye Level on top of the drill is level. By having the blade plate and drill level the hole will be square.
Repeat this process for the heel plate.
For retailers mounting many pairs of competitive skaters’ blades, PBHE recommends having three
Handheld Cordless Leveling Drills. Each holding the following:
● 1st drill with the 5/16″ Self-centering drill bit
● 2nd drill with 5/16″ drill bit
● 3rd drill with 3/32″ drill bit
Changing bits through the blade mounting process is time consuming and tedious when mounting multiple
pairs of blades, so having three different drills already set up will save time.
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Blade Mounting Toolbox:
Product Information: The products described in the Blade Mounting Toolbox are necessary pieces of
equipment required to properly mount figure skating blades. Each item is available to purchase
individually as well as in a package.
Note: This list does not include general hand tools (screwdrivers, pliers, etc.) and the following larger tools
that are still required for blade mounting:
● Adjustable Skate Anvil
● Blade Holding Vice
● Machinist Parallel Bars
● Hand Held Cordless Drill with Level
The specifications for each of the products in the Blade Mounting Toolbox are in the table below followed
by additional information for each product.
Product
5/64″ Self-centering Drill Bit
Pin Chuck Sets
5/64″ (~ 2mm) Drill Bit
3/32″ (~2.5 mm) Drill Bit
3/32″ Brass Drill Stop
Bullseye Level
Ruler 12″ (30 cm)
PBLC Epoxy
10x Eye Loop
2″ Machinist Square (~5 cm)

Quantity
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

Self-centering Drill Bit: The 5/64″ (~2 mm) self-centering drill bit is a basic requirement to properly drill
blade holding screws. The screws must be centred and perpendicular to the blade plate holes to ensure
the blade does not shift from side to side. When the screws are drilled on an angle and off centre there is
excessive stress on the screw head and could lead to broken screws, which is a major concern.

Pin Chuck: The Pin Chuck is necessary for drilling the holes that are close to the side of the skate blade.
A normal drill chuck hits the side of the blade and is one reason screws are installed on angles. Pin
Chucks are very handy for general work with small drill bits, especially when enlarging and deepening the
holes.
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Drill Bits: The Drill Bits are High Speed Steel (HSS) which are very good quality drill bits. The 5/64″ (2
mm) Drill Bit is the correct pre-drilled hole for a #6 screw. When using Edea’s special screws or #8 screws
the hole should be enlarged with a 3/32″ (2.5 mm) Drill Bit. Using a 5/16ʺ drilled hole for Edea screws will
cause problems.

3/32″ (2.5mm) Brass Drill Stop: The Brass Stop prevents the drill bit from going too deep and possibly
damaging the aluminum boot last on the PBHE Adjustable Skate Anvil. Securely attach the Brass Stop
onto the drill bit at an appropriate height so that it stops the drill from drilling too deep.

Bullseye Level: The Bullseye Level aids in drilling holes perpendicular to the blade plate which helps
prevent screws from breaking. To ensure the holes are drilled straight there is a requirement for the use of
two Bullseye Levels. One to ensure the plate is level and the second on the hand drill to ensure the drill bit
is vertical.

Stainless Steel Ruler: The Ruler is used to check and make sure the blade is set straight. There should be
no gap between the side of the blade and ruler when the ruler is placed along a mounted blade (check
both sides of the blade).

PBLC Epoxy: PBLC Epoxy (Precision Blade Leveling Compound Epoxy) is used to set the blades straight,
with no twist over the blade length and allow for full plate/sole contact.
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10 x Eye Loop: The Ten Power Eye Loop is great for checking out damaged blades and evaluating the
edge quality relating to sharpness. This, combined with a good light source, is PBHE’s general inspection
process. If an edge is dull it will appear shiny.

2″ (5 cm) Machinist Square: The Machinist Square can be used to ensure the blade’s edges are of equal
height. Place the Machinist Square on a flat part of the stanchion that is perpendicular to the blade plates.
If both edges touch the Machinist Square then the edges are of equal height. If only one edge touches the
Machinist Square then the edges are uneven. You can check if both edges are touching by holding the
blade and Machinist Square up to a light or by using a 0.0015″ shim stock (not included). Do this test
multiple places along the blade length and on both sides of the blade.

The Machinist Square is showing equal edges in the below photos. The blade used was hollow ground,
therefore the machinist square only touches the edges and where the blade is straight and parallel. This is
illustrated in Picture 1A. The gap shown on the right side of the blade is due to the sides being hollow
ground. A close up of both edges touching the Machinist Square is shown in Picture 1B. This identifies
that the edges are of equal height.

Picture 1A
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Individual Pricing:

1. Self-centering Drill Bit
2. Pin Chuck
Set of 2
3. 5/64″ Drill Bit
4. 3/32″ Drill Bit
5. 3/32″ Brass Drill Stop
6. Bullseye Level
Set of 2
7. 12″ Stainless Steel Ruler
8. 2″ Machinist Square
9. PBLC Epoxy
10. Eye Loop

$15.95 CAN
$19.99 CAN
$39.99 CAN (in below Packages)
$ 3.99 CAN
$ 3.99 CAN
$16.99 CAN
$ 7.99 CAN
$14.99 CAN (in below Packages)
$ 9.99 CAN
$19.95 CAN
$19.99 CAN
$ 5.99 CAN

Package Pricing: Blade Mounting Package #1 (Includes items 1 to 5)

Blade Mounting Package #2 (Includes items 1 to 10)

$66.99 CAN

$129.99 CAN

PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: Detailed instructions on how to mount blades can be found on
PBHE’s website and PBHE’s Blade Mounting Video.
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Hardwood Dowels:
Product Information: The Hardwood Dowels are used to fill in old screw holes
in a skating boot. It is used in combination with Original Barge Cement for
leather and plastic soles. These hardwood dowels are the best solution PBHE
has found for plugging predrilled holes in the sole of the boot. They work
much better than plastic plugs. The Original Barge Cement is water proof and
does not become brittle. Made in Canada.
There are three different sizing options:
1. Small (Tapered) Hardwood Dowels
2. Medium (Tapered) Hardwood Dowels
3. Mixed Hardwood Dowels - Extra Small (Not Tapered), Small
(Tapered), and Medium (Tapered) Hardwood Dowels

Individual Pricing:

$15.99 CAN Hardwood Dowel Packet
$ 7.99 CAN Original Barge Cement 2 fl. oz.

Package Pricing:

$20.99 CAN Hole Filling Package (Mixed
Hardwood Dowel Packet and Original
Barge Cement)

PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: Clean out the hole and select the correct
size of dowel. For very small holes use an Extra Small Hardwood Dowel (these dowels
need to be sanded to a point before using). Put a small drop of Original Barge Cement
in the hole and on the point of the dowel. Position the dowel in the hole and tap the
dowel into position with a small hammer. Once the dowel has filled the hole let the
cement set for 20 minutes. Cut or sand off the excess material. Plugging holes with soft
wood (such as match sticks or golf tees) does not work because the screws will pull
out.
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Skate Essentials
PBHE Blade Curvature Gauge:
Product Information: The Blade Curvature Gauge was specially designed by PBHE to help skaters and
coaches evaluate their blades' curvature, heel height, and root radius. This skate bag essential is
endorsed by both MK and John Wilson Blades. The Blade Curvature Gauge identifies a global standard
for the blade’s touchpoint, heel height, and root radius. PBHE recognises that a skater’s ideal touchpoint,
heel height, and root radius is a preference and may vary slightly. The Blade Curvature Gauge helps the
skater identify their preferred blade characteristics, which allows the equipment to be maintained
consistently, assisting the skater to reach their potential. The gauge was designed for blades that are size
8 1/2'' to 10 1/2''. Blades that are longer than 10 1/2'' may have their touchpoint measurement moved
slightly back into the yellow. The Blade Curvature Gauge can also be used for carrier blades such as
Revolution and Matrix blades. The blade will be on a slight angle to make space for the carrier but this is
acceptable. The gauge can also be used for shorter dance blades by extrapolating the curvature of the
blade into the heel height evaluation area. Made in Canada.

Price: $55.95 CAN

PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: For a detailed demonstration on how to use the Blade
Curvature Gauge, please watch the educational video on PBHE’s website.
Blade Curvature Instructions (blade sizes 8 1/2" - 10 1/2"): Place the blade on the ledge with the base toe
pick firmly in the notch. Hold the gauge up to the light and note where the blade is touching the ledge
through the view window. Note the blade’s heel lift and if the back of the blade has been rounded. Repeat
this evaluation on the second blade. The blades’ touchpoint (where the blade contacts the ledge) should
be in the green area and have the same measurement on both blades. The heel lift should also be in the
green area and have the same measurement on both blades. If a measurement is in the yellow area the
blade curvature is in the caution area and may affect performance and should be corrected. If a
measurement is in the red area, it may severely affect a skater’s performance and the blade may be
beyond repair.
Note: For blade sizes larger than 10 1/2" the touchpoint can be in the yellow, generally around the ~2.2"
(5.5 cm) area, due to the extra blade length. The heel height must be in the green.
Root Analysis Instructions: Place a coin in the blade root and hold the blade up to the light. Look down the
length of the blade and evaluate if light is passing between the coin and the blade. Repeat this process
with different sized coins until a coin does not allow any light to pass through. Repeat on different areas of
the blade to ensure consistency. Consult the gauge to determine the blade’s root based on the final coins.
For root recommendations based on skater’s weight, skill level, style, and blade thickness go to PBHE’s
website. A standard root for figure skaters is a one cent coin (American or Canadian).
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PBHE Laces:
Product Information: PBHE Laces are strong with limited twist, curl, and
stretch. They are cut resistant and have the ability to hold a knot well.
PBHE chose to design and manufacture custom laces because there
were none with all of the above characteristics on the market. PBHE
Laces are made from 36 ends braided into a basket weave pattern. Each
end is composed of 140 high tenacity continuous nylon filaments and
twisted 4.5 to 5 turns per inch. Each filament is 940 denier, and
taslanized (roughed). The lace tips are also specially re-enforced so they
do not fray. Every pair of laces has been pre-stretched. These laces
meet Canadian military standards. Made in Canada.
PBHE Laces come in the following lengths:
 Women’s Laces: 84″, 96″, 108″, and 118″
 Men’s Laces: 96″, 108″, 118″, and 132″

Individual Pricing:

$12.99 CAN

Bulk Pricing:

$11.59 CAN / pair for orders of 10 pairs or more

PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: The lace tips are specially re-enforced and fit easily through
most lace holes, as illustrated in Picture 1A. Some boot models however, may need the holes slightly
enlarged which can be done by using the included tapered pin (Picture 1B). PBHE uses needle nose
pliers to help get the lace through the first two holes because they are very close to the tongue stitching
(Picture 1C). Some boot designs have added loops in the tongue of the boot to prevent the tongue from
falling in. To lace through these loops use the tapered pin and pliers if necessary (Pictures 1D and 1E,
respectively).

Picture 1A
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Picture 1D
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When lacing skates PBHE believes it is important to be able to control the tightness in the lower half of the
boot, as well as the tightness in the top of the boot (where the hooks are located). Tighten the lower part
of the boot with the desired tension and secure it by double twisting the laces (Picture 2A) and crossing
them (Picture 2B). This will "lock" the bottom tension off. Then continue to lace the top half of the boot,
lacing top down on each hook. This creates a crisscross to hold the desired tension (Picture 2C). Tie off
the laces with a double knotted bow; you can hook the loops of the bow around the hooks to give a more
streamlined look (Picture 2D).

Picture 2A

Picture 2B

Picture 2C

Picture 2D

2″ Boot Tape:
Product Information: The 2″ Wide Boot Tape is specially ordered for our
clients to protect their boots. It is manufactured in Canada and was
designed to repair heavy tarp covers used in the trucking industry. The
tape comes in white and black and is cut resistant. The white tape does
not yellow. PBHE has found that it is especially helpful when skaters are
learning double and triple jumps, since they often end up severely cutting
the toe of their boot. The tape can be easily removed or re-taped for a clean boot during competitions.
One roll will tape ~15 pairs of skates. Made in Canada.

Price: $12.99 CAN

PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: The tape should be cut with a knife on the non-stick side since
the glue will plug scissors. We recommend that only the toe and inside of the boot should be taped to
allow the boot to flex properly.
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PBHE Soft Guard:
Product Information: PBHE Soft Guards are recommended to protect
skater’s blades. The guards have a nylon lining both inside and out to
reduce the blade cutting through the guard while having soft sides to wick
away moisture. These guards are to be used while the skates are not
being worn. They will last for years and can be used on the inside of more
decorative covers (ex. animal figures). The life of the guards is reduced if
the skater uses them while walking rather than using hard guards. If
walked on, they will protect the edges but eventually the blade will cut
through the nylon. Made in Canada.
PBHE Soft Guards come in two sizes:
 Medium: for Standard blades 8″ to 9¼″ and Dance Blades up to size10½″
 Large: for Standard Blades over 9¼″ and Dance Blades greater than 10½″

Price: $26.99 CAN

PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: The covers should be used at all times when the skates are in
the skater’s skating bag. The skater should still dry their blades to prevent them from rusting.

Hard Skate Guards:
Product Information: Hard Skate Guards are essential to protect a skater’s blades
when walking on hard surfaces. Rubber mats used in arenas are not sufficient to
walk on because they are imbedded with dirt and grit that will quickly dull your
blades.

Price: $14.99 CAN
PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: Hard Skate Guards should be used when walking in your
skates. Hard Skate Guards should never be used to store your blades since moisture will be trapped and
the blades will rust. This is not a good practice even with stainless steel blades. On a regular basis the
guards should be cleaned because dust and grit get into the groves which will dull the blades. PBHE
suggests putting the guards in the dish washer on a regular basis to keep them clean, and occasionally
use a toothbrush and cleanser to get rid of embedded dirt and grit.
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Boot Heater:
Product Information: The Boot Heater dries wet boots of all sizes. The UV light
reduces bacteria, absorbs unpleasant odours, and the drying time is set
directly on the device (1hr, 3hrs, or 6hrs). The Boot Heaters are available in
230 V, 120 V, and 12 V (without timer which is not recommended).
** US & Canada: 120 V, AC, 60 Hz, 50 W (In Stock)
**European: 230 V, AC, 50 Hz, 25 W (Upon Special Order)

Price: $134.99 CAN

PBHE's Recommendation on How to Use: The Boot Heater is a very important
piece of equipment, especially for competitive skaters that are training daily.
Even synthetic boot material needs to dry out between usages to reduce
bacteria.
It is PBHE’s belief that boot manufacturers’ products should last one full
season. This requires that a boot be properly sized and allowed to dry out on a
regular basis. Some skaters must use a drier to help prevent their boots from
breaking down within a twelve month period.
Leather can be over dried, so PBHE recommends only using the Boot Heater
for three hours at a time.
It is our experience that the Boot Heaters last a long time if you use the correct voltage. Do not plug a 120
volt unit directly into a 220 volt system. The Boot Heater will work with an International voltage
transformer.
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